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ABSTRACT 
0 - +' . ·.·' 

The polarization of the_ muon in the decay KL ... n lJ v (K 3) was 
' lJ )J . 

measured as a function of q2, the-four-momentum transferred to the. lepton 

pair, by using a·precession polarimeter with a double-armed spectrometer· 

·at the Bevatron. A sample of 207,260 events collected with a vertical 

precession field was used todetermine the K 3 form factor ~(q 2 ), assum-
• lJ ' ·. 

ing lmt::(q2) = 0.0. If one parameterizes the q2 dependence of~ by 

t(q 2) = t(O) + ~~2;m2 , ·then t(n) ~ 0.178±0.105 - 3.80A .. A sample of 
1T . . ' 

55,604 events collected with a horizontal precession field was used to 
2 ' 2 2 

determine Imt(q ). If one assumes that lmt(q ) has no dependence on q , 

then Imt{O) = 0;35±0.30 + 0~21 Ret(O). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

,.: 
.... i 

' . ' 

Weak decays _of the K meson have been a fruitful area of:investigation 

as a means of testing a number of predictions of current algebra and PCAC. 

The semileptonic modes K + nlv (K13 ) are p~rticularly conv~~ient since 

the relatively well understood ·lepton1c current can be used to probe the 

structure of an hadronic current. Phenomenlogically, the_K13 decay is 

fully describable by two indep_endent functions of q2 , the square of the four

momentum transferred to the 1 epton pair. The choice of form factors wi 11 

be. influenced by one•s interest in the decay. 

One particular choice of form factor, which wi 11 be introduced more 
' ' ' ', 2 

forma.lly in Section II, is customarily designated ~(q ) .... The experimental 

dete;rrrlination of this form factor has ahis'tory of inconsistency. E,;(q 2 ) 
' ' 

can be determi.ned from any of three propert.i es of K13 decays: ' the 1 epton Is 

po.larization, the.·Dalitz plot distribution; and .the r(Kl1 3 )/f(K~3 ) branch-
.. 

ing·ratio. The most recent, .arid most precise, Dalitz plot study by .Donald-

. son, et al. 1.is consistent with ~(0) = 0.0. The K 3 Polarization.exoeri-P ·. . 
' 2 
ments , however, have yielded values of ~(0) ranging. genera'lly from -0.4 

to .:.],5. The branching ratio experiments give interm~diate.resuHs, al-
' ' 

'ttiourih the most recent resultsseein to corroborate Donaldsori,'et al. 
,.J ~ • • • . . - . • • • ' 

This experiment is a determinati,on of dq2 ) from the muon;s polari-

. zation in K0L +.n-l/V The polarimeter was construCted withtwo indcpcn-
' lJ 

dent current coils so that the magnet prec~ssion field could be made to point· 

'either. perpendicular or parallel to the avera·ge ·n~ii ·.decaY ·p·l ane. 'The per;., 



2 

pendicul ar field was used' to determine ~ (q2} under the. assumption that 

Im~(q 2 ) i: D.O • . The. other orientation was.used to dete.rmine·Jm~(q2). . .. . . . .. . . ' 

The·polarimeter ~nd tbe· ~est of the apparatus, which are-described in 
.j.. ' 

Section III, were design~d .to .. eliminate several potential sources of system-· 
·, . . . . . ' 

atic error that existed in previous polarization experiments. More speci

fica'!ly, ·various earli~r<studies have relied ·on Monte Carlo simulatlon.s 

of accep,tance and sometimes·of background, an estimate. of the polarimeter 

analyzing power, or significant background corrections. 

have been avoided in this exoerime~t. . . ' \ ' 

the method of analysis is indicated in Section IV. 
. . 

A 11 . of these 

~ ' 
'· 

The results are 

·presented in Section V, along with a discussion of systeinati.c effects. 

; : 

·: l ·-
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ABSTRACT 

0 - + ( ) The polarization of the muon in the decay KL ~ n ~ v~ K~3 was 

measured as a function of q2, the four-momentum transferred to the lepton 

pair, by using a precession polarimeter with a double-armed spectrometer 

at the Bevatron. A sample of 207,260 events collected with a vertical 

precession field was used to determine the ~3 form factor ~(q 2 ), assum

ing Im~(q 2 ) = 0.0. If one parameterizes the q2 dependence of ~ by 

~(q 2 ) = ~(0) + Aq 2Jm2, then ~(0) = 0.178±0.105 - 3.80A . A sample of 
.· TI 

55,604 events collected with a horizontal precession field was used to 

determine Im~(q 2 ). If one assumes that Im~(q 2 ) has no dependence on q2, 

then Im~(O) = 0.35±0.30 + 0.21 Re~(O). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Weak decays of the K meson have been a fruitful area of investigation 

as a means of testing a number of predictions of current algebra and PCAC. 

The semileptonic modes K + rrlv (K13 ) are particularly convenient since 

the relatively well understood leptonic current can be used tn probe the 
I 

structure of an hadronic current. From a phenomenological point of view, 

the K13 decay is fully describable by two independent functions of o2, the 

square of the four-momentum transferred to the lepton pair. The choice of 

defining relations for these form factors will be influenced by one•s 

interest in the decay, but it is sufficient to choose from among a limited 

number of conventi9nal forms. 

One particular choice of form factor, which will be introduced more 

formally in Section II, is customarily designated ~(q 2 ). The experimental 

determination of this form factor has a history of inconsistency. ~(q 2 ) 

can be determined from any of three properties of K13 decays: the lepton•s 

polarization, .the Dalitz plot distribution, and the r(K~3 );r(Ke3 ) branch-

ing ratio. The most recent, and most precise, Dalitz plot study bv Donald

son, et al. 1 is consistent with ~(0) = 0.0. The K~ 3 polarization experi

ments~ however, have yielded values of ~(0) ranging generally from -0.4 

to -1.5. The branching ratio experiments give intermediate results, al

though the most recent results seem to corroborate Donaldson, et al. 

This experiment is a determination of ~{q2 } from the muon•s polariza

tion in K~-+ rr-]./v~ The polarimeter was constructed with two independent 

current coils so that the magnetic precession field could be made to point 

either perpendicular or parallel to the average rr-~ decay plane. The per-
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pendicular field was used to determine ~(q 2 ) under the assumption that 

Im~(q2 ) =·o.o. The other orientation was used to determine Im~(q2 ). 

The polarimeter and the rest of the apparatus, which is described in 

Section III, was designed to eliminate several potential sources of system-

atic error that existed in previous polarization experiments. More speci

fically, various earlier studies have relied on Monte Carlo simulations 

of acceptance and sometimes of background, an estimate of the polarimeter 

analyzing power, or significant background corrections. All of these 

have been avoided here. 

The method of analysis is indicated in Section IV. The results are 

presented in Section V, along with a discussion of systematic effect. 

. . 
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

··A: The s (g2) Form Factor 

In the cu~rent-current model of the weak interactions, the matrtx 

element forK ·decay is 
ll3 

.I' 

if one ignores possible scalar and tensor couplings ~hich have, not been 

exhibited in any previous experiment. 3 One can represent this matrix ele

ment by a diagram (Fig. 1) in which all of the structure at the' hadronic 

vertex is symbolized by.a blob. The diagram illustrates the statement that 

the leptonic·current acts as a probe of the hadronic vertex.· The hadroriic 

vertex is a function of three four-Vectors, only -two of which are indepen

dent by energy-momentum conservation. It is customary to choose PK - Pn 

and PK + Pn as a pair of basis vectors. Apart from the kaon and pion rest 

masses, there is only one independent scalar that can be formed from the 

basis vectors. It is customary to choose q2 = (P - P )2. K . n 

One might suppose that there is an additiona·l 4·..:vector to consider 

in the spin of the exchanged particle. However, in the rest frame 

of the exchanged particle, one f1nds tha~ (1) the tempor~l component of the 

spin vanishes, (2) the spin component along the K~n axi~ vanishes since the 

orbital angular momentum of the K-n syst~m mu~t~e perpendicular to the mo

menta, and (3) the azimuthal orientation of the spin about the K-n axis has 
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no physical import .. So of the four spin components only one degree of 

freedom remains, which can be taken to be J; the magnitude of the exchanged 

spin. Consideration of the lepton vertex shows that J~o or J=l. 

Since <&-IJ~ADIK~> is a 4-vei:tor representing the hadronic vertex, 

it must be expressible as a linear combination of the basis vectors, with 

coefficients that at most can depend on q2 and J. The traditional expression 

is 

(II. I) 

where the J dependence is implicitly contained in the functional forms of 

the form factors. 

There is nothing fundamental about the use of f+ and f ; any two in

dependent functions related to f+ and f_ will do as well. In particular, 

a pair of form factors can be found that will separate the dependence on 

the two spin states. Let us first define 

(II.2) 

In the dilepton center-of-momentum (C.O.M.) frame, Equati9n II.l becomes 

(II.3) 

. " 
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So J
0

HAD transforms. like a .scalar operator, and the f
0

(q 2) fonn factor 

must describe a Jp = a+ transition. Similarly f+(q 2) must describe a 

l = 1- transition. The pari'ty assignments ·are determined by the K-TI 

'" · vertex. The precisionDalitz, Plot study by Do_naldson, et a1. 1 suggests 

that the 1 transition is dominated by the K* (89Q); and the a+ transition, 
•'o.r 

to a less certain degree, is dominated by the enhancement in the K (12aa-

14aa) region. 

For polarization experiments, it is convenient to work with yet another 

form factor, defined by 
... ': 

From equation 11.2 we see that 
' < ~· . ~ 

so t.;(q 2) determines the relative am~litude between a ·a+ ~nd a 1 transition. 

In the.dilepton C.a.M. frame, the a+ and 1- transitions give opposite 

helicities to the muon of -1 and +l respectively. Since both of these 

transitions can occur,' the resulting polarization vector is not parallel 

to the muo'n IS momentum. 
'._. ' ·~· 

But because th~ two transitions interfere 

coherently, th~ polarization remain~ a unit vector. The moduluS 

If /f I determines the pOlar angle of·the polar-ization 'from the muon's mo
. 0 + 

mentum; and the complex phase off /f+ de'termines the Himuthal angle; 
0 ' . 

There is thus a one-to-one relationship· between the muon's polari-

zation and the complex quantity t.;(q2). Cabibbo and Maksymowicz4 have de-
"' -+ -+ 

termined this relationship to be S = B/IBI, where 
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( U [ (P ·/mll } . ( P v • P / ( Ell + mll } 

(tJ ( (P /m } P K • P I ( E + m } 
l1 l1 . l1 l1 l1 

Ev) + ~ 
EK + P K] - (Imt,;} d , 

bl (~) = m2K~ m2Pjb(q2)12 + 2 (Re b(q2)] (qp . qK)' 

b2 (t,;} = -2 (qv . qK} - [Re b(q2U (q2- m2l1 } ' 

b(q2} = t [t,;(q2} 1) ' 

. ' 

and where the momentum vectors are defined in the laboratory frame. 

Time reversal invariance specifies that t(q2) is real, which in turn 

implies that the polarization lies in the decay plane when viewed in the 

kaon's rest frame (see reference 4). 

B. Kinematics 

The K0 L-+ 1T-l1 + vll decay configuration has two degrees of freedom, aside 

from those related to rotations and translations. These are commonly 

chosen to beE* and E* the pion and muon total energies. respectively 
'IT . lJ, . 

in the kaon's rest frame. Phase space is uniform in these two variables. 

T~e Da1itz plot is shown in Fig. 2a for Imt,; = 0.0 and Ret,; = 0.0. The Dalitz 

density is largest near the top and falls off roughly linearly as one moves 
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downward. Unfortunately, the greatest sensitivity of the polarization 

direction to variations in the E; form factor occurs near the bottom of the 

Dalitz plot, for either Ret;(q2} or Imt;(q2} . A measure of sensitivity is 

the angular change in polarization direction for a fixed ~hange in E;(q2}. 

In the case of Rel;(q2}, the relevant a~gle is measur~d in the decay plane 

for a fixed chan~e in Ret;(q2}. Fdr Imt;(q2}, th~ relevant angle is the in-

clination of the polarization to the decay plane for a fixed change in 

Iml;(q2}. For statistical considerations, it is desirable to maximize the 

quantity 

polarization sensitivity x /population density • 

For both Ret; and lm£;, th~s quantity is maximized at approximately the 

same location in the Dalitz plot, indicated by an x in Fig. 2b. This 

compares with the actual phase space acceptance of this experiment shown 

in the same figure. 

In addition to the above considerations,one must also consider the 

effects of the quadratic ambiguity. Since the apparatus does not measure 
. 0 0 

the 1 a bora tory momentum of the KL one can only determine. that the K L momen-

tum is one of two possible solutions to a ~uadratic ~quation. A character

istic of tbe data is that· the two_ solutions are usually located near each 

other on the Dalitz plot. Roughly speaking, the two configurations are 

mirror images reflected through a plane perpendicular to the beam line 

in the K~ rest frame. This reflection symmetry also applies to the muon•s 

polarization and i'ts sensitivity to ~(q2 }. If one does not resolve the 

ambiguity, the resulting sensitivity becomes that of the expected polari-
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zation vector; which is the vector sum of the two possible polarization 

vectors, weighted by their p·robabilities of being the correct solution. 

Since the two possible polarization vectors have mirrored sensitivities, 

they tend to cancel each other's effectiveness. Fortunately this can-

cellation is not complete. Due to the particular K0 L momentum 

distribution of the events accepted in this experiment the solution cor

responding to the ·lower K~ momentum is roughly twice as probable as the 

other solution. ~hus about two thirds of the potential information is 

destroyed by the presence of the ambiguity. 

C. Muon Decay Distribution· 

The muon polarization is measured using the direction of the posi
+ + -tron emitted in the decay~· ~ e vev ' ]..! 

In the V-A theory of the weak interactions, a muon at r~st with po-

larization swill emit a positron whose momentum p has the distribution5 

where p = IPI ' E = , and x = E/Emax • 

In addition, the decay has a time distribution 

dN = l e-t/T 
dt T 

Denoting the angle between sand p by e , the full positron distribution . sp . 
can be written in the form 
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4 
d N = e -t/-r [f(x) ( )·. .: .. ] 

dp3dt . + g x cosesp . 

for some functions f and g of x. 

If we imagine an infinitesimal positron detector located in the di~ 

rection p from the muon, then d4N;d3pdt would be the probability density 
' 

for a positron hitting the detector with momentum pat time t. If the 

detector has a detection efficiencY n(p) = n(x,n ), the probability den-
P . . . ·. 

sity for actually detecting a positron is 

·' 

·, 
-+ 

If the muon is in a magnetic field B, it~ polarization 
= gll~ 1131 : . . 

precess about G at the frequency wl 2 mllc 

-+ ds -+ " 
dt = wl .s x B • 

vector will 

Meanwhile, since the detector is fixed _in the laboratory, p is time .inde-

pendent. The probabi 1 i ty density for detect.i ng a positron of momentum 

p at time t then takes the form 
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+ + + 
where ~s and ~P are the initial azimuthal angles of s and p about B, and 

f~ and g~ are some functions of t. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

A. Introduction 

The apparatus was a two-armed magnetic spectrometer (see Fig. 3). 

K~'s traveling down the central axis decayed in a vacuum delay volume. 

The spectrometer arm containing the polarimeter was reserved for the ac

ceptance of the secondary 1./, while the other arm was used for the sec-
- 0 - + ondary n from KL + n ~ v~ The momentum of each of the charged·secon-

daries was measured with a large aperture magnet bracketed by two upstream 

~nd three downstream wire spark chambers. The muon stopped in the polari

meter and precessed about the magnetic field. The polarimeter provided 

information on the azimuthal angle of the initial (unprecessed) polari-

zation vector. 

Since the various kaon decay modes produce charged secondary parti

cles of pions, muons, and electrons (or positrons), each spectrometer 

arm must identify a secondary from among these possibilies. 

To discriminate electrons from the slower pions and muons, each arm con-

tained a threshold Cherenkov counter. Pions and muons were distin-guished 

from each other by comparing their penetrations into the range device or 

polarimeter with their measured momenta. 

An accepted event satisfies the following requirements: (1) No sig

nal present from either Cherenkov counter, (2) the muon track segment 
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downstream of the magnet must be parallel to the beamline to within 45 milli

radians, (3) the muon must enter through the upstream end of the polari

meter, but not exit through the ·rear, (4) the muon and pion tracks must 

pass through the horizontal hodoscopes, and'(S) the two particle tracks 

must be in time coincidence by passing throug'h the pair of timing counters. 

The event requirement~ ensure that in fact both the pion a~d muon 

tracks downstream ()f the magnets are roughly parallel to the kaon beam. 

This feature means that the spectrometer arrTis were approximate'transverse 

momentum·selectors. The magnets were set to s·elect muons with an average 

transverse momentum of 0.176 GeV/c and pions with an average transverse 

momentum of 0.088 GeV/c. The low pion setting was intended to enhance the 

acceptance in the. 1 ow pi on energy· region' of ·the Dal i tz pl o't. 

To facilitate the description of the apparatus, a -~ight-

handed coordinate frame is used (see Fig. 3): (1) the +y axis· is "up"' 

(2) the +z axis lies along the beam center line, and (3) the +x axis is in 

the directio~9 x ~. 

B .. Beam 

The neutra 1 beam was produced from. a 3. 0 mm x 6 .. 4 mm x 101 . 6 mm copper 

target in the external proton beam of the Bevatron. The production angle 

was 3.7 degrees downward in the vertical plane. 

From the target, the beam first passed through a stee,ring magnet 

of the proton beam channel. This magnet steered the primary beam away 

frorn the collimation system and swept charged seconda~ies horiz~ntally . 
. .... 

The remaining neutral beam then passed through a series of collimators and 
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vertical sweeping ~agnets. The vertical aperture of 2.4 degrees was de

termined by a 30 em long uranium collimator. The horizontal aperture of 

1.0 degree was determined by a 91 em long uranium collimator. The solid 

angle was thus 0.73 millisteradians. 

The beam then passed through a decay region consisting of a vacuum 

box 5 meters in length. The downstream exit windows· which interfaced 

the decay region with the spectrometer arms were made from 9 ounce Dacron 

sailcloth covered with 127 llm Mylar to make them vacuum tight. 

Since the decay region was more than 7.6 meters downstream of the 

target, the principal beam constituents were photons, neutrons, and K~'s. 

A quantity of 10~ 2 protons hitting the target generated roughly 

700,000 K~'s in the beam~ with several hundred times as many neutrons and 

photons. The actual proton rate ranged from 4 x 1011 per second to 1.8 x 

1012 per second. 

After leaving the decay region-, the beam passed through a helium-filled 

bag to a re-entrant beam dump downstream of the apparatus. Downstream of 

the magnets, the sides of the beam channel were lined with 15 em 

of steel. The range device was shielded by 10 em of steel, while the 

polarimeter was shielded by 10 em of lead. 

For.the analysis of the data, the only beam characteristics that are 

significant are the K~ momentum spectrum (equivalently, the momentum of 

the primary protons) and the presence or absence of high frequency time

dependent intensity structure. The stability of the proton momentum is 

-·· 
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characteristic. of the Bevatron and .is much better than qur.requirements. 

The Bevatron RF system was turned off while the data wer.e bei-ng collected. 

There is no si~nificant RF structure in.the data. 

C. Spectrometer Magnets 

The spectrometer magnets _were picture frame magnets with useful 

apertures approximately 66 em high, 102 em wide, and 178 em long. They 

were skewed from the beam axis in the horizontal plane by 6, degrees (see 

Fig. 3), making the average trajectory more syrm1etric with respect to the 

magnet midplane. 

The magnet c~rrents were monitored_ by transducto:.~ read by. a di gi ta 1 

voltmeter (DVM). The DVM values were recorded on the data tapes after 
'· 

each Bevatron spill. 

The muon spectrometer magnet was set to a line integral of 587 kilo-
·' 

gauss-em, corresponding to a change in transverse momentum of 0.176 GeV/c. 

The pion spectrometer arm was set to a line integra.l of 293 kilogauss-em, 
·i . 

corresponding to a change in transverse momentum of 0.088 GeV/c. 

D. Spark Chambers 

Each spectrometer arm contained two wire spark .challlbe'rs· upstre-am of 

the magnet, arid three . chambers on the downstream:·side. An add'itional 

chamber was placed between the carbon degrader and.the polarimeter to study 

multiple_scattering of. muons. 

Each chamber provided spark coordinates in two orthogonal directions. 

One coordinate axis pointed in they (vertical) direction~_wh1le the 

other lay in the horizontal plane. The exception was the middle downstream 
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chamber, which was rotated in the chamber plane by 10 degrees in order to 

resolve multiple track ambiguities. The two upstream chambers were ro

tated about the y axis by 12 degrees to make them more nearly normal to 

the average track (see Fig. 3). 

The sensitive area of the upstream chambers was 84 em high and 100 

em wide. The sensitive area of the downstream chambers was 98 em high and 

109 em wide. 

A chamber consisted of two gaps, each made of two wire planes having 

orthogonal orientations. The four magnetostrictive wands gave two hori

zontal and two vertical positions for each trajectory through the chamber. 

The 76 llm (0.003 in) aluminum wires were spaced 1 millimeter apart giving a 

resolution of + 0.5 mm. The gap was 9.5 mm and was filled with a gas mix-

ture of 90% neon and 10% helium, 10% of which was bubbled through ethyl alcohol 

at room temperature. When the chambers were triggered, a high voltage 

pulse of about 6 kilovolts was applied across each gap for 100 nanoseconds. 

This was followed by an 800 volt pulsed clearing field, in addition to a 

constant 50 volt clearing field. Further details on the chamber construc-

tion and high-voltage supply are included in reference 6. 

The spark information was read out by magnetostrictive wires, with 

one wand for each wire plane. The signal wires were bracketed by fidu-

cial wires near the end of each wand. The peaks of the wand signal pulses 

were located (in time) by differentiating the wand outpu~and using 

zero-crossing discriminators. The discriminated outputs were fed into 

Scientific Accessories Corporation (SAC) scalers for digitizing the pulse times. 
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·' 
In the two upstream chambers of the pion spectrometer, and'the upstream 

chamber in the muon spectrometer, each wand was allotted si~ 'scalers in 

the SAC units. ·The remaining spectrometer chambers w~re allotted. fo.ur 

scalers per wand and the polari~eter'.chamber, 'two. 
. ... 

Experience. shows- that the chambers could handle over 150 triggers per 

second. The actual trigger rate, however, w~s typically ~~ound 40 per 

second. Extraneous tracks in the,sp~rk chambers and hodoscopes were 

well within. manageable limits. The multi.plicityof a typical chamber·gap 

was ab_o!Jt } . .8 sparks per event, whjle each gap could accomodate at least 

four sparks. 

E. Cherenkov Counters 

The Cherenkov Counters were used to discrimi~-ate electrons from, 

pions and muons. This was achieved by filling the counte~~· with Freon. 12 

at atmospheric pressure. The Cherenkov light was coliected by three 5-

inch RCA-4522 photomuitiplier tubes, assisted by light;.gatheri~g cone/ 
,·· .. 

and a large concave reflectbr (see Fig. 4) .. Individual phototube signals 

were latched and recorded on the data tapes; an OR'd signal was used by 

the trigger logic. 

In actual o~eration the beam-side phototube in the muon spectrometer 

was disconnected because of excessive nd.ise. This did not seem to degrade 

the efficiency. Moreover, this Cherenko~ counter was not critical to 

the final analysis 'since a positron enter-ing the polarimeter does not pro-
' " ... 

duce a delayed signal. 
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Both Cherenkov counters were determined to be better than 99.6% 

efficient in a test beam8. The data from the present experi-

ment indicate that the product of the efficiencies of the two Cherenkov 

counters was better than 95%. This is sufficient for our analysis, al

though there is no reason to doubt the earlier calibration of the Cherenkov 

counter in the pion spectrometer. 

F. Scintillation Counters and Hodoscopes 

Each Cherenkov counter was sandwiched, fore and aft, between two 

hodoscopes that consisted of vertical staves of scintillator. Each upstream 

hodoscope contained 28 staves 3.8 em wide, 6.4 mm thick, and 97 em high. 

Each do~nstream hodoscope contained 30 staves 3.96 c~ wide, 1.27 em thick, 

and 118 em high. The photomultiplier tubes alternated between the top and 

the bottom of adjacent staves. These pairs of hodoscopes gave prompt 

angular information for use in the trigger. 

A hodoscope consisting of six horizontal scintillator staves was 

immediately in front of each upstream vertical hodoscope. The four center 

staves were 15 em x 120 em while the two outermost staves were 17.3 em x 

120 em. The horizontal hodoscope ·was useful in restricting the area for 

each spark chamber that was searched by the track reconstruction program. 

Just behind the downstream vertical hodoscopes was a set of two 122 

em x 122 em timing counters (labeled T in Fig. 3) which gave a coincident 

output to the trigger if the two secondaries penetrated the counters on 

their separate sides within about 10 nanoseconds of each other (see refer

ence 6). 
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G. Range Device 

The pion spectrometer was terminated by a range-measuring device 
,, 

(Fig. 4). This device exploited the different penetrating abilities of 

pions and muons in order to discriminate between them. 

The front section of the range device was a one- meter long graphite 

block which slowed muons and pions by energy loss, and attenuated pions 

by nuclear interactions. Two 19 mm~thick lead sheets, one upstream of 

the graphite and the other in the middle, converted electrons into 

showers which were absorbed by the graphite., _ 

The rear section was a multilayered sandwich·of steel plates and 
:.· ~ 

19 mm thick scintillators. Transverse dimensions were 122 em x 122 em. 

The thickness of steel separating consecutive scintillators ranged from 

2.54 em in the front to 10 em in the rear. This unequal distribution 

of steel corresponded roughly to a 7 percent increase in 'momentum for each 

additional scintillator. The momenta of muons stopping in the device 

range from 500 Mev/c to over 1600 MeV/c. 

H. ·Polarimeter 

The polarimetei (Fig. 5) had two important functions. It pro-

vided information relating to the direction of the positron fro~ the muon 

decay. At the- same time, it was a rang-e-measuring devi'ce. 

As a range device, it was ·preceded bY a graphite and 1 ead degrader 

identical to the one described in the prec~ding section~· The 

polarimeter was a multilayered sandwich of 3.18 em thick aluminum plates 

and 1.27 em thick scintillator (1.91 em for the two end counters) with 
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transverse dimensions of 122 em x 122 em. There were thirty-one scin

tillation counters in all. The momenta of muons stopping in the polari

meter range from 600 MeV/c to 1070 MeV/c. 

The sandwich was wrapped in two rectangular solenoids, each design

ed to produce a uniform magnetic field of 100 gauss. The polarimeter 

was entirely encased in a steel box with walls at least 4.6 em thick to 

return the flux. (The top was slotted along the x direction to allow 

the light pipes through). Depending on which solenoid was active, the 

magnetic field could be oriented along the x or y a~es. The currents 

were periodically re,versed. to el iininate some systematic effects -- the 

uncertainty in the time origin in particular. The solenoid was made of 

hollow copper ~onductors, and water-cooled. Instead of a sloping pitch, 

each turn was wound in a plane except for a dogleg in one corner to en

able the current to pass from one turn to the next. The return path for 

the current included a straight section that ran along the vertical joint 

where the doglegs were. The vertical current components in the doglegs 

were thus cancelled by the current in the return path. The uniformity of 

the fields were measured to be within ±0.5% over the useful volume. 

In order to obtain information on the muon's polarization, the parity 

violating property of muon decay that the higher momentum positrons are 

preferentially emitted in the direction of the muon polarization is used 

(see Section II-C). The average polarization will lie approximately in 

the horizontal laboratory plane since it is constrained to lie in the 

decay plane if Im~ = 0.0. 

. -· 
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Because of the sandwich structure of the polarimeter, one can only·.· 

detennine if the positron was emitted·in either the upstream (z < 0) or 

downstream (z > 0) hemisphere. With the ·magnetic field perpendicular to 

the z axis, the polarization of a muon stopped in the polarimeter rotates 

through an orientation approximately n.ormal. to the polarimeter plates. 

This occurrence is marked by an extremum in the .ups-tream-downstream posi

tron· decay asymmetry~ By knowing the time it takes· to a chi eve this ori

entation, one can determine the azimuthal direction about the magnetic 

field of the original (unprecessed) polarization. Of course, an extremum 

in the decay asymmetry is a meaningless concept for a single evenL 

Ultimately, however, we will be dealing· with large·samples of events 

where this idea becomes sensible. This will be discussed in more detail 

in Section IV. 

limits on the accuracy of the phase detennination due to construction 

imperfections were negligible in relation to the-achieved statistical 

precision. ·The polarimeter plates were within 2 mrad of being :normal 

to the laboratory·z axis. The magnetic fields had deviations of < + 5 mrad 

from the x or y axes, which is acceptable since the resulting effect 

on the phase measurements has a cosine dependence. 

The prime consideration in the polarimeter desi~n is the ~recision 

in detennining the angle ·Of the muon's- polarization. This.· precisian 

increases with the. decay asyrrmetry and the square root of the number of 

detected decays. _Thicker plates·resultin fewer detected decays but an 

increased average a_symmetry (see reference 5). This means-that a com,., 

promise must be made in the amount of material that the positron is 

required to penetrate before it is registered in the data sample. 
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The amount of material thus determined is distributed into one and a half 

aluminum plates and 1.27 em of scintillator, since a typical muon stops 

in the center of one plate and emits a positron that reaches the second 

scintillator from the muon's stopping point. Requiring a coincidence from 

two scinti llators reduces the random background. 

Thin scintillators are desirable to minimize the fraction of muons 

stopping in themj instead of in the aluminum plates. Muons stopping in 

scintillator are q~ickly depolarized. 

With 1.27 em scintill~torss 3.18 em aluminum pl~tes, and the re~ 

quirement of a two-scintillator coincidenc~, the polarimeter had a measured 

analyzing power of 0.32, and an average positron detect~on efficiency 

calculated to be about 10 percent. The fraction of muons stopping in 

scintillator was calculated to be 16.3 percent, which was consistent with 

the data. 9 . Of the two-scintillator coincidences, 23 percent came from 

muons stopping in scintillators, 59 percent came from muons stopping in 

aluminum, and 18 percent arose from random backgrounds. 

The nonferromagnetic property of the aluminum plates removes the pos-

sibility of local field distortions. It also leaves the strength of the 

external field essentially unchanged (the magnetic susceptibility is 

16.5 x 10-6), 10 although this is not important for the analysis. Since 

aluminum is a conductor, the polarization of a muon at rest in aluminum 

will behave as thdugh it were in a vacuum 11 , 12 . The semiclassical 

explanation for this phenomenon is that the muon is constantly ex

changing electron~ with the conduction band, with th~ average 
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electron's dwell time being much shorter than the relaxation time of the 

muon's polarization in free muonium. 13 . Sine~ this relaxation time is 

3.6 X 10- 11 SeCOhd, 14 and Since there iS nO evidence Of depolari-

zation after seve~al muon lifetim~s, the fr~ct~on of time that an electron 

is bound to the muon must be a few parts per million at most. 

In a typical ~vent, a muon enters the polarimeter and comes to rest 

iri one of the aluminum plates. The prompt~scintillatinn counter signals 

indicate in which plate the muon has: stopped. At the same time, the ev_ent 

trigger opens a gate th~t a 11 ows thirty sea le.rs to count pulses from a 

50 Megahertz crystal _oscillator. The clock never vari~d .by more_ 

than. 20 Hertz over the course of the experiment. Eac~ scaler is ~sso~ 

ciated with a d~fferent pair of~djacent counters. If a coincidence ,.,. 

occurs in two adjacent counters after the prompt sign,al, t~e' assoclated .· 

scaler is stopped. Ideally, the pair of counters involved is either ', ', 

immediately upstream or dowristream of the aluminum plate that contained· 

the stopped muon. In that case,_ the delayed coindde·nce- is as.sumed to be 

due to the emitted positron passing t~rough the two. counters. The scaler 

value gives the muon's lifetime, and the location of the counter pair 

relative to the muon's stoppin~ point determines if the positrpn was emit

ted into th~ u~stream or downstream hemisphere. Other.counter pairs 

away from the muon stopping.point can be examined to study backgrounds. 

Figure 6 indicates the various delayed~signal configurations relative 

to the muon stopping. point and their;interpretations. Note that muons 

stopping in scintillator and decaying downstream are distinguished, and 

are thus eliminated from the data sample •. Muons stopping in scintillator 
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and decaying upstream are indistinguishable from upstream decays from 

muons stopping in the next aluminum plate. Such muons are largely de

polarized, so their observed effect is to reduce the analyzing power for 

upstream decays to 0.28. ·As shown in Section IV below, this does not 

bias the analysis. 

I. Trigger 

The event trigger maximized the acceptance of KJ.13 events with the 

muon stopping in the polarimeter and also accepted other kaon decay modes, 
I . 

as the trigger rate permi-tted, in order to examine several systematic ef-

fects of the apparatus. The trigger was. generated by the coincidence of 

signals from the pair of timing counters, the horizontal hodoscopes, the 

pair of vertical hodoscopes in the muon spectrometer, and the first two 

polarimeter counters, provided there were no signals from the Cherenkov 

counter in the muon spectrometer or from the next-to-the-last polarimeter 

counter. The muon must stop at least two counters from either end due to 

the two-scintillator requirement on the muon decay •. The timing of the 

trigger pulse was determined by the signal from the polarimeter's upstream 

counters. 

The pair of vertical hodoscopes in the muon spectrometer provided 

an approximate, but prompt, measure of the horizontal track angle. Each 

of the twenty-eight staves in the upstream hodoscope was tied by a coin

cidence matrix to the six downstream staves most directly behind it. The 

matrix output was part of the event trigger. An output from the matrix 

indicated that a track was within 45 milliradians of being parallel to 

the beamline -- independent of its transverse position. The apparatus 
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thus selected muo~s within a rest~icied range ·of transverse ~omerita. 

The coincidence of the first two upstream polarimeter cout.lters en

sured that the muon candidate had pe~etrated at lea~t two-co~nters~into 

the polarimeter; The veto provision.from the next-to-the-last polarimeter 

counter ensured that the muon candidate did not exit through the downstream 

end of the polarimeter. 

The Cherenkov counter veto on the muon spectrometer arm suppressed 

triggers from K\-+ TI-e\;e decays .. 
-· The various signals that made ~P the event trigger were timed to 

~ . 
~ 

arrive simultaneously at the main coincidence. The leading edge of the 
: ..... t'• :'. 

pulse from the upstream pol_arimeter counters was adjusted to arrive 

at the main coincidence'after all other leading edges but before any 

trailing edge. The timing of the trigger pulse was thus determined by 

the upstream polarimeter counters. This is relevant since the muon•s 

lifetime is taken to be the time lapse between the event trigger and a 

later two-counter coincidence from the polarimeter, with a constant cor-

rection for possible differences in the amount of delay encountered. by 

the two signals. (This constant correction can be handled by periodically 

reversing the direction of precession, as seen in PartE of Section IV). 

The delay resulting from the light propagating through the 120 em high 

scintillator plates of the polarimeter will vary from event to event. This 

is nonnegligible since the muon's polarization precesses at a rate of 

8.3 milliradians per nanosecond. However, since 
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the trigger pulse timing is determined by the first two polarimeter counters, 

approximately the same variable delay is encountered by the trigger sig-

nal -- leaving the time lapse unaffected. 

J. Event Readout 

Events were read out by a standard Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) 

NIDBUs15 system into a PDP-9 minicomputer. A memory buffer stored infor

mation from seven events. each packed into 240 eighteen-bit words. When 

the buffer was filled, it was rolled out to a disk, allowing the PDP-9 

to continue collecting data. Between Bevatron spills; the buffers stored 

on the disk were then written onto magnetic tape. 

The information stored on tape included latches for all scintillation 

counters including those in the polarimeter and range device, latches 

for both Cherenkov counters ,spark chamber information from the SAC units, 

and the contents of the polarimeter scalers. Other information s.a.ved on tape, 

recorded at the end of each beam spill, included tne current readings for 

the two spectrometer magnets and the polarimeter magnet, and the values from 

several diagnostic scalers. 
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IV. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

A. Introduction 

Part H of Section III outlined how the polarimeter measured the polari

zation direction projected on the laboratory'" plane perpendicula'r to the pre

cessing field. ln muon decay, the higher momentum positrons are preferen

tially emitted in the direction of the polarization. ~As the polarization 

vector precesses about the polarimeter•s magnetic field, the probability 

that the positron will be ·emitted into either the upstream or downstream 

hemisphere will ris.e and fall with it .. The resulting positron time distri

bution for either hemisphere will be shown to satisfy the parametric form 

R(t) = Ne-t/T ~~ + acos (wt + ¢')) 

The initial phase <P of the time. distribution corresponds to the angle be

tween the z axis and the projection of the original polarization vector 

in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field. 

Since the data actually consist of a collection of muons with various 

~olarizattons stopping in different regions of the polarimeter, <P will equal 

the projected angJe of the vector sum of the polarizations over the sub-

set of events displaying a muon decay in the polarimeter. 

The quadratic ambiguity mentioned in Part B of Section I adds one 

final complication; even if t(q2) were known perfectly, the polarization 

of any given event cannot be uniquely predicted. Two possible solutions 

exist in general. However, since it is possible to calculate the prob-
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ability that the correct solution is one or the other (see Appendix C), 

the exoected polarization can be computed by adding the two solutions, 

each weighted by its probability. So 11 polarization 11 is replaced by 

11 expected polarization .. in the preceding interpretation of ¢. 

To determine ~(q2 ), the approach is to make several guesses at the 

v~lue of ~(q2 ) ancJ, using the Cabibbo-Maksymowicz 'formula, compute the 

corresponding expected polarizations for each event. Of course, the guesses of 
2 

~(q ) are systematically chosen to allow interpolating between guesseso 

The vector sums of these expected polarizations over the data sample will 

be the expected polarization of the data sample as a function of ~(q2 ). 

Simultaneously, the positron time distributions for the upstream and down

stream hemispheres are accumulat~d. This results in a predicted value of 

¢for each guess of ~(q2 ) plus a measured value of ¢from the time distri

butions. The predicted ¢ that matches the measured ¢ will correspond to 

the correct value of ~(q2 )~ For the vertical field data, the choice~ of ~(q2 ) 

correspond to different values of Re~(q2 ),with Im~(q2 ) = 0.0. For the 

horizontal field data, Im~(q2 ) was varied while Re~(q 2 ) was fixed. 

The data are ~lso separated into bands of expected q2• The q2 

dependence of ~(q2 ) is weak enough that ~(q2 ) can be considered constant 

over a single band. The data from each band can then be treated in a 

separate analysis. 

B. Event Reconstruction 

The raw data tapes from the PDP-9 were analyzed off-line at the 

Control Data Corporation 7600 computer facility at Lawrence Berkeley Lab-

oratory. 
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Since the apparatus cannot detect the neutrino or measure the kaon•s 

momentum, the event configuration is kinematically unconstrained. There-

fore in the recdnstruction program, an event is cha~acterized simply 

by two ~racks, one in each spectrometer arm, that meet at a vertex 

in the decay re~ion and show continuity through the spectrometer magnets. 

At this stage, the information from the Cherenkov counters, range device, 

and polarimeter was not used. Loose cuts were applied for purposes 

-of programming efficiency; the tighter cuts that deterini ne the K\l3 event 

sample were applied by a subsequent program, which will be discussed in 

the next section. 

In the initial steps of the reconstruction process~ the spark cham

ber scalers from the SAC unt'ts were conv:.erted into laboratory coordinates 

using a continuously updated table of fiducial values (approximately the 

average fiducial ~alues from the previous ten events) and the spatial · 

coordinates of the fiducials as determined by a combination of direct 

measurement and an analysis of tracks from data taken with the magnets 

turned off. If any chamber (excluding the polarimeter chamber) had no 

sparks, the event was rejected. 

The horizontal hodoscopes were examined, and the event rejected if 

either of them showed no counter hit. If more than one counter on a 

side was hit, the program considered each of them in turn. 

The spark-sorting process was performed ory each arm independently. 

In the chamber~ downstream of the magnets, all possible linear trajectories 

2 were traced in the ~-z plane, with a cut imposed on the computed x to 

retain only reasonable possibilites. The y-z plane corridors specified by 
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hits in the horizontal counter hodoscope and the middle spark chamber were then 

used to help select trajectories in this view. The best straight-line 

fits in both views were matched and projected to the midplane of the 

magnets. 

All possible rays in the front two chambers were similarly projected 

to the magnet midplane. A match between front and back within 5 em hori

zontally and 2.5 em vertically specified a trajectory. 

Up to three good x2 tracks were retained from each side for vertex 

reconstruction. Projecting a track from each side back into the decay 

volume, the distance·. of closest approach \'las calculated. The closest 

pair within the liberal fiducial volume was assumed to come from the de-

cay, provided the tracks passed within 5 em of each other. 

C. K~3 Event Selections 

Assume that, for some event, the reconstruction program determines 

that there is one unambiguous track in each spectrometer arm. To insure 

0 - + ( that the event is K L + n ~ v~ it is sufficient to show that 1) the two 

tra~ks originate from the same decay, (2) the track in the pion spectro

meter was a pion, and (3) the track in the muon spectrometer was a muon.· 

Satisfying the first requirement is straightforward. The timing 

counters ensure that the two tracks occurred within about ·10 nanoseconds 

of each other. The tracks) extrapolated upstream, were required to 

have a nearest approach of less than 5 em. The separation at nearest 

approach has a full width at half maximum of 13 mm, indicating 

that this cut is quite loose. The point of nearest approach) 
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or vertex, was required to be 7.6 m to 12.7 m from the production target, 

placing it in the vacuum decay volume. In addition, each track was 

required to exit the vacuum region via its thin Dacron windows. As the 

tracks passed through the spectrometer magnets, they were required to 

miss the magnet walls. 

The remaining two requirements require a knowledge of the momenta 

of the secondari~s. This was done with an effective length approximation 

for the spectrometer magnets, 

where Bout and Bin are the secondary•s exit and entrant angles in the 

horizontal plan~ as measured from the axis of the spectrometer magnet. 

Pt is the transverse momentum change indicated in Section III-C, ·obtained 

from a table as a funcion of position in the magnet aperture. As an 

indication of the momentum resolution, the full width of thekaon peak in the 

mnn distribution was 6 MeV. 

To identify the pion, the Cherenkov counter and the'.range device 

are used. In th~ pion spectrometer, a pion signature will be the 

absence of a Cherenkov signal plus a measured range that is too short 

for a muon of the measured momentum by at least 2.5 counters (the pion 

momentum must be greater than 0.56 GeV/c so that the expected muon 

range is beyond the first counter in the range device). Any inefficiency 

in these two devices is of concern since it could cause non-Ku3 events 
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to be accepted. Either an electron missed by the Cherenkov counter or 

a muon that fell short of its expected range produces a pion signature. 

The latter condition can occur if the muon scatters out through the sides 

of the range device. To reduce this probability the track is projected 

downstream to the z coordinate corresponding to 4 counters past the observed 

range. This point of the track must be at least 5.1 em away from the sides 

of the range device. The rms projected scatter at the rear is approximately 

9 em. The looseness of this cut allows some contamination into the 

Kl1 3 sample, but it is shown in the next section that its effect is minor. 

To identify the muons, the Cherenkov counter and the range measured 

in the polarimeter are used. A muon signature is the absence of a Cherenkov 

signal plus a range expected of a muon with the measured momentum. If D is 

the difference between the expected range and the observed range for a 

muon, then the requirement for a muon signature may be stated as 

I D I < P l1 I ( 0. 3 GeV I c) 

So, for example, a 750 MeVIc muon must stop within 2.5 counters of its 

expected range. Figure 7 shows the distribution of D for particles 

entering the polarimeter before and after the other Kl13 cuts are applied. 

An additional requirement is that 

0.66 GeVIc < P < 1.04 GeVIc, 
J.l 

corresponding to the momentum acceptance of the polarimeter. The track 

projected downstream to the expected muon range was also required to be 
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at least 2.54 em away form the sides of the -polarimeter. This compares 

with the projected rms scatter· of about 17 em at the rear of the polarimeter. 

Inefficiencies are not a problem in the'muon identifi.cation·. ·A 

true muon that is misinterpreted will cause the event to be thrown out 

of the analysis. This will affect the. statistical precision, but does 

not bias the answer. A true pion or positron that is incorrectly 

identified as a muon will not ordinarily produce a delayed signal in the 

polarimeter and hence will not be included·in·the analysis. 

Theadditional requirement·that acdelayed signal.be:detected in 

the polarimeter makes the muon :identification quite tight.· This in turn 

makes it quite likely that the secondary on the opposite side was indeed 

a pion. The effects of background channels on the experimental results are 

considered .in Section V-8. 
'·, 

As a check, the transverse cuts in the polarimeter and range device 

were tightened one at a time. The results for ~(q2 ) were unchanged 

within the statistical precision. 

D. Foundations of the Polarization Measurement 

In Part C of Section II it was indicated that the probability den-
-+ 

sity for detecting a decay positron with momentum p at time t, from a 

muon whose polarization is presessing at a frequency wl' has the form 
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where ~s and ~p are the initial azimuthal angles of s and p about 8, and 

f•and g•are some functions of p. In the vertical field data, i points 

along the y axis and ~ is measured in the x-z plane with ~= 0.0 corres

ponding to the positive z axis. The analysis is identical (except for 

coordinate labels) for the horizontal field data so we will bypass its 

treatment. 

The polarimeter detects positrons in either the downstream (Pz > 0) 

or upstream (Pz < 0) hemispheres. This is equivalent to integrating 

over infinitessimal detectors covering a halfspace. For example, the 

probability density for detecting a positron at time t in the forward 

hemisphere is 

3 -+ d p r(p,t) 

Assume for a moment that the detection efficiency of the polari

meter is left-right symmetric. Specifically, this means that 

' - . 
Then 
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where 

- .. :'-~ 

and 

where a.+ is the asymmetry parameter. In Appendix A. it is shownAhat 

ja.+ = .A+ coses' where the_ analyzing power A+ is ir~dependent of s. Thus 

where 

,.. . ,.. 
s(t}•z = cose

5 
cos(wl t + <1>

5
} • 

An identical argument for the Pz < 0 hemisphere gives 

Up to now a localized region of the polarimeter around a particular 

stopped muon has been considered. Now consider a sample of data with 

a distrib,ution of muons. 

Given that the ith muon in the sample has stopped in the polari-
-= r. 

meter, let 
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be the probability density for detecting a positron in the forward or 

backward hemisphere at time t. Note that 

since not all muon decays are detected. 

The positron time distribution accumulated over the entire sample 

is 

+ If R-(t) is fitted with the parametric form 

R±(t) = N±e-t/T [1 ±a± cos(wt + ~±)], 

the initial phase ~± will equal the azimuthal angle of the vector 

++ + +" v-; ~ N:A:s.(O). 
1 1 1 1 

Note that the parameters in the parametric form resemble, but are not 

the same as previously defined variables. This is meant to be suggest

ive of the close relationship between corresponding variables and para-

meters. 

. . 

.~ 
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The assumption that the polarimeter is uniform and symmetric 
-++ -+- + - '· 

implies V = V and ~ = ~ . Indeed, one cari think of the two sets 

of data as two separate' experiments measuring 'the same physical 

quantity,~. In practice, R+(t) and R-(t) are fitted simultaneously, 

·constraining ~ = ~+ = ~-~ In this case, ~is expected to equal the 
. . .. . '. . : . -+ -++ -+-

azimuthal angle of the vector V = V + V . 

Thus· far the possibility of a Poisson-distributed backg.rou.nd as 

well as the consequences of the electronic 11 logic 11 of the polarimeter 

have been neglected. For each pair of adjacent polarimeter cou·nters ~ 

the first de 1 ayed coincidence' rea 1 or spuri oi.Js' wi 11 stop the corres

ponding scaler. In the off-line analysis, the scafers of the cou'nter 

pairs immediately upstream and downstream of the muon•s stopping point 

are examined. If delayed signals. are indicated in both; but at
1
different 

times, the scaler with the earliest time is assumed to be real, while 

the other scaler i~ ignored. 

In Appendix 8 we show how these complications modi'fy the para

meterized time distribution into the form 

{IV.l). 

+ . . ~ 

Since R and R- are fitted simultaneously, with ~ = + 
~ = ~ , there are 11 

. . . + - + - . + - .· .. '+ .. . -
parameters: A , A , N , N , T, a , a. , w, ~, r , and r . The inter-

pretation of these parameters is that T is the muon lifetime, a± the 

asymmetry parameter, w the muon precession frequency, ~ the initial 

azimuthal phase of the muon polarization, ~·the nor~alization for the 

real muon signals, 
+ + r- the background level and A- the 
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background frequency. The interpretation of ~ is unchanged by the 

random background since the background is uncorrelated with the event 

configuration •. 

Other simplified or more complicated parameterizations are possible. 

However, the phase evaluation is relatively insensitive to different 

parameterizations {which is not the case with the asyrrvnetry parameter). 

Tests using other parameterizations showed that the phase was stable to 

within 10 milliradians. Moreover, these phase variations are generally 

indifferent to the polarimeter polarity and so would be eliminated by 

reversing the polarity periodically. 

For a given data sample, ~ is a function of the K~3 form factors. 

If the data sample is restricted to a narrow range of q2, then ¢ is a 

function of only one number, F;{q2). This functional relationship 

can be uncovered by taking several a priori values of ~ and computing 
+ + 

the corresponding V. The azimuthal angle of V is the expected value of ¢ 

for the assumed form factor. 
+ + + 

One difficulty in computing V is that Ni and Ai are not 

known exactly for an individual event. The analyzing power Af 
is expected to be quite uniform throughout the polarimeter, since it 

only depends on the thickness and homogeneity of the aluminum and scin

tillator plates. The normalization N~, however, depends on the local 

efficiency of the scintillation counters. 

But while the prescription 
i . 
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, -+ + +" .. A 

V = ~ (N.A. + N7A7) s.(O) 
i 11 ·,11 1. 

; ' 

looks impractical, it is shown in Appendix C that the sum of the polari-

zation vectors from events with a detected positron decay is suffici-
< -+ 
ently parallel to V. The restriction to events with detected decays 

+ A 

is suggested by the presence of Ni in the weight of S.(o). Two argu-
. 1 ' 

ments are presented in Appendix C, eaih perhaps ~ufficient in itself 

but more ~o when compounded. Both arguments .use ~he idea that, while 
. ' 

detection-related biases may exist in a single event, such biases will 

effectively cancel themselves out in a large data sample. 

The first argument is based on the property of the polarimeter 

that 11 0ne man•s ceiling is another man•s floor 11
• A forward decay 

from a muon in the tenth aluminum plate ana a backward decay from a 

muon in the twelfth plate with the same x-y coordinat~s involve the 

same scintillation· counters and aluminum plates. N+ and A+ for the 

first muon should equal N- and A-~ respectively, for the second muon. 
, .. ·, 

Th . . t . . h N+ - d A+ A- . + 1s 1s antamount to say1ng t at i = Ni an i = i Jn V. 
+ + . 

The second argument says that if Ni and Ai are uncorrelated with 
A . ~ A , 

S.(O), then V is expected to be parallel toE S.(O), whether or not 
1 ' ' i 1 . 

the sum is over events with detected RO,Sit~ons. .The assumption is 
. ' . 

valid if the muon•s stopping point is independent of its spin~ This 

turns out to be a good assumpti~n, empirically., To first order, the 
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muon momentum spectrum reflects the kaon momentum spectrum. (The lack 

of correlation between the spin direction and the transverse stopping posi

tion justifies the earlier assumption of left-right symmetry in the detection 

efficiency. Rather than thinking in terms of a single stopped nuon decaying to 

the left or right, one can imagine a single site in the polarimeter 

with muons stopping to its left or right).· 
-+ 

The final complication in computing V is the quadratic ambiguity. 
"' The ith muon has two possible polarizations, call them S.A and s. 8 1 1 . 

In appendix o· we show that it is possible to determine the probabilities 

for each vector, call them PiA and PiB" The expected polarization 

of the ith muon is then 

Also, since 

A -+ ( s. ) 
1 = pi A 5i A + pi B 5i B. 

<~ S .> = E<S.>, 
i 1 i 1 

the sum of <S.> over a sample of events is the expected valu~ of ~$ 1 .• 1 1 

The statistical error for ~ from using ~ ~Si> as an estimator of 
1 

A 

~Si can be computed with the algorithm developed in Appendix E. 
1 

E. Procedure 

The flow diagram in figure 8 summarizes the analysis scheme. 

The raw data are fi,ltered by cuts to yield a data sample of presumed 

KJJ 3 events. The KJJ 3 sample is further restricted to include only 

events that indicate a muon decay in the polarimeter. These can then be 

distributed into bins of q2. 
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From this point in the analysis, each event is handled along two 

separate 1 ines. 

Using th~ polarimeter infor~ation, th~ eve~t is binned in the ap-

propriate_time distribution. When the data proces~ing i~ completed, 
. c • 

the time distribution~ are fitted with an 11 parameter function to yield 
,; .... :. '' 

¢ , theexperimentally measured value oftlleazimuthal phaseiJlgle of L:S .• e xp , - . ., ·. , . , - -- _ -- . -- . . , · i 1 

Usi,ng the spectrometer information, the expected polarization 
' . . .:~ 

vector is computed with six different values of.Re~ or Im(: -0.5, -0.3, 
' ,·, , ' : :, . ; ~ •• ' ,I • ,-·. 

-0.1, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. To compute the polarization of the muon in the 

polarimeter, the Cabibbo-Maksymowicz formula is used which gives the 
< • 

polarization as seen in the muon's rest frame, but expressed in labor-

atory coordinates. Because the Lande. factor· ts"g =. 2 for the muon 

(the small.deviation is negligible), ,the Cabibbo-Maksymowicz resul~ 

must be rotated by the same angle as the muon momentum vectorjn pass-

ing through the spectrometer magnet. Ray tracing programs show that 

depolarization caused by magnetic field components parallel to the mo-

, mentum vector ·is_ ne-gligible. Muons a·lso do not d~polarize in the process 
. 16 

of slowing .down. . .. ·· 

The six vectors are accumulated with the corresponding vectors 

fromflther events in the sample. When the data processing is completed, 

th.e six accumulated vectors yield six values_of ¢pred(~i) 
. ' A A 

(i = 1 , ••. , 6), -the predicted. azimuthal 

. for six a pri01·:i choices of t:(q2). 

phase an~le of L:(P.AS_.A+P. 8S. 8) 
i' 1 ' 1 1 1 

'•. 

If the true value of ~(q2 ) had been used in computing ¢pred(~), 

then ¢pred(~tru~ = ¢exp· In practice the process is reversed. From 
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the curve <Ppred(~) the inverted function ~(<Ppred) is obtained. Then 

~true ;. ~(<Pexp). 

The determination of ¢> p· presumes that the time origin is known. · ex 
However, there is some delay from the time the muon comes to rest before 

the scaler gates are opened. One way around this is to reverse 

the polarimeter field periodically and analyze the data from the two 

polarities separately in the manner outlined above. This results in 

two experimenta 1 phases "' + and "' -t The resul. ts are combined to get "'exp "'exp· 

Any phase shift caused by an incorrect zero-time now cancels out, 

leaving <f>exp unaffected. In fact, the zero-time phase shift can be 

derived by 

1 ( t + "'~ } 
~4> = 2 <~>exp "'exp 

The zero-time phase shift was also measured directly by the polarimeter 

electronics, with excellent agreement to the fitted phase results. 

F. Statistics 

The most important contribution to the statistical error of ~ 

is, of course, the error. in measuring ¢> from the time distributions. 

In fitting for¢> with the parametric form given by (IV.l), it turns 

out that ¢> is highly correlated with w, but essentially uncorrelated 
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with all other parameters. (This is also true in the expanded, parametric 

form which provides for a Poisson background and the simultaneous fit

ting of the upstream and downstream dist'ributions.) 
t 

If there are M = J 2 R(t)dt detected positrons in the data sample 
tl 

(where the. scaler gate is open from t 1 to 't2) and if ;w is knowh precisely 

then the expected error in ¢ is 

~· .' 

But, if w is another parameter, the expected error in ¢ becom~s _ 
' ' 

1 

'' 

where p is the correlation coefficient between ¢ and w. With p ; 1/12 

the error in¢ f~creases by 41%. 
• ; l 

It is unnecessary to indepe~dently measu~e w since the error in 

fitting the combined data (all q2 bands lu~ped toge~her) ~or w is com-
':r' . ·" .• 

parable to the reproducibility of a conventional flip coil of about Oo2%. 
. ' . . . ~ ··. 

Moreover, there are variations with position of the polarimeter field 

strength of as much as +0.5%, which would necessitate a cumbersome field 
;:- . - . . . ._.,,. 

map as well as open the door to systematic uncertatnties. 

· When the .data ~re di~·ided according to q2, however, some of the 

bands may contain only_a small fraction of the events~ In this c~se, it 

will pay to fix the freq~ency at the value obtained from the lumped data 
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sample, with its correspondingly smaller error. For each band of q2, 

the expected error in ¢will then be given by 

where cr1 is the error in ¢ if w were known exactly and cr2 is the error 

in ¢ in the lumped data sample. 

An additional, relatively minor, contributio~·to the statistical 

error in t;, comes from the uncertainty in the predicted phase caused by 

the quadratic ambiguity. This error is added in quadrature to the pre

ceding contributions. The situation here is analogous to coin tossing. 

Just as each permutation of heads and tails among the N coin tosses has 

a calculable probability, each permutation of 11 Slow K\ 11 and "fast K\" 

polarizations in theN vector sum has a calculable probability. The 

algorithm for computing this binomial-like error is detailed in Appendix 

E. 

For the phase analysis of this experiment, the data were in the 

form of two time distributions. The time dimension was quantized into 

20 nanosecond bins by the 50 Megahertz clock. For convenience the data 

were further consolidated into 80 nanosecond time bins. A Monte Carlo 

study of the statistical precision of the phase as a function of the 

time binning showed (see Figure 9) that there is virtuallymloss· vf precision 

from this consolidation. (Note that 80 nanoseconds is 0.036T and cor-
ll 

responds to an angular rotation by the polarization of 39 degrees). To-

gether, the two distributions contained 148 time bins which were used 

to fit the 11 parameter function of equation IV.l. 
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V. RESULTS 

A. Results of the Analysis Procedure 

Re~(q2 ) is detennined using the data with the yrecessing field 

pointing in the vertical direction. A total of,l9 million triggers 

were recorded in this confi_guration~ In about .7,5 percent of .the trig

gers, there. was a reconstructed track in both spectrometer arms. After 
' .: ' . 

imposing the vertex requ-irements' about 63 percent of the triggers 

remained as reconstructed events. In about 35 percent of these events, 

the two secondary tracks were identified as all+ anda n-. After apply

ing further ~3 cuts (mainly that the.secondarfes terminate in the range 

device or polari~eter), and requiring an apparent muon decay in the po

larimeter, about 350,000 events rema1n, representing 1.8 percent of the 

··triggers •. Further cuts·, mainiy'the limits on the secondaries• momenta, 

reduce the sample to the final total of 207, 260; 110,648 events with 

the polarimeter magnetic field pointing in the ~y direction, and 96,612 

events with the field in the +y direction. 

Figure·s lOa through lOd show the time distribution-s for the ·upstream 

and downstream decays for two polarities of the polarimeter field. The 

results of'the parameterized fits are presented in Table I. The a

symmetryis about 0.32, in agreement with our design calculation. 

The result of separating the data into bands of q2 and fixing the· 

pretessio~-f~equency is prese~ted in Table If.· The curves of ~pred 

versus~· for the various q2 bands are shown in figure 11. 
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This gives, finally, the results for ~(q2 ) (where q
2 

is 

the average for the events in each band), which are presented in 

Table III and figure 12. Figure 13 shows the data re-expressed in terms 

of f
0
/f +· The results of Donaldson, et al~, are indicated by the solid 

line in the same figure. 

If one parameterizes the q2 dependence of ~ by 

then 

~(0} = 0.51 ± 0.55J 

A = -0. 09 ± 0. 14 , 

with a correlation of -0.981. The regression line for ~(0} is given by 

~(0} = 0.178 ± 0.105- 3.80 h . 

To compare this result with those from other polarization experiments, 

one takes h=O (see page 49 of Reference 2), giving ~(0)=0.178 ~ 0.105. 

To determine Im~(q2 ), the data with the precessing field pointing 

in the horizontal direction (along the x axis) are used. In this config

uration, a total of 5.7 million triggers were collected. Since the 

spectrometer and K~ 3 cuts are unchanged dram the vertical field config

uration, the event attrition rates are the same. The final sample con-

tained 25,682 events with the polarimeter field in the -x direction and 

29,922 events with the field in the +x direction. 

Figures 14a through 14d show the time distributions for these data. 
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The results of the parameterized fits for the horizontal field data are 
2 

presented in Tables IV and V. The curves of~ .d as a function of Im~(q ) pre 
are shown in Figure 15. The resulting v~lues for Im~{q2 ), with Re~(q2 ) 

fixed at 0.0 are presented in ·Table VI. The sensitivity of the determin

ation of Im~(q2 ) to the assumed value of Re~(q 2 ) was measured by reana

lyzing the data with Re~(q2 ) = -0.5. ·The results of this reanalysis 

are pres~nted in Table VII. If Im~(q2 } has little or no q2 depe~dence 

then Im~ = 0.352 ± 0.297 + 0.206 Re~ (x2 = 4.02 for 4 degrees of freedom). 

B. Systematics 

The results presented in Section A depend on correct values for 

several parameters that are assumed in the analysis. To see their 

effects on Re~ each of these parameters has been varied in turn, and the 

analysis repeated. 

The results of this procedure are surrunarized in Table VIII. The 

statistical errors from Section A are shown for comparison •. All ef

fects are less than 10% or so of the statistical error. All of the para

meter. shiifts··indicated~·are· la-r.ger:.than they are expected to be. The 
. 0 '+ 

magnets were calibrated to better than 0.1% by using the K L + 1T TI-

events in the data with the constraints imposed by the target position 

and the 1T1T invariant mass. The K0 L momentum spectrum, used in computing 

the relative weights of the two ambiguous solutions, was obtained by 

examining a sample of 120,000 K0 L + 1T+1T- events from a previous run with 

the same spectrometer. A skewing error in the momentum spectrum (one 

that enhances one side of the spectrum at the expense of th~ other) will 

bias one sol.ution over the other. Two independently ~·witten Monte Carlo 
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programs produced the identical spectrum. A skewing error of as much as 

1.0% per GeV/c can be ruled out. 

Radiative corrections are also negligible; Ginsberg and Smith17 

have calculated that the percentage change in the transverse component 

of the polarization is less than 0.25% in the region of the Dalitz plot 

examined in this experiment. Also, the q~adratic ambiguity reduces any 

sensitivity to the radiative corrections by roughly a factor of 1/3 for 

the same reason that it reduces the sensitivity to t;,. This reduces the 

maximum expected angular shift to less than 1 milliradian, which is negli-

gible. 

Finally, the possibility of contamination of the Kl-1 3 sample by other 

event types is considered. Only contaiminations with real muons entering 

the polarimeter will influence the results and then only if the muons 

are polarized. This is possible if a rr+ decays in flight on the polari

meter side. Calculations indicate that approximately 2% of the positive 

pions from the various detected kaon decay modes will. decay in flight and 

will be misidentified as a muon. We discuss below the various backgrounds 

involving pion decay in flight with the daughter muon stopping in the po-

larimeter. 

1. + -
+ rr rr 

The number of K0L + rr+rr- decays seen is about 1% of the number 
0 + - ·. of Kl-1 3 events. The fraction of K L + rr rr decays that decay in 

flight and pass the muon range cut is calculated to be less than 10%. 

Hence any effect will be be 1 ow the 1 mill i radian 1 eve 1. 

: 
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The K0 L + 7T+7T-7To modeis suppressed by the relatively high trnns

verse momentum requirement of the muon spectrometer: The maximum trans

verse momentum in a K0 L + 7T+7T-n° decay is 0.133 GeV/c. With a subse

.quent 7T+ decay, thi.s reaches 0.163 GeV/c. Figure 
1

16 shows the (p 
1 

0)2 

distribution from this experiment. The variable p 0 is the K0 L momen-

tum in the center-of-momentum frame of the two charged secondaries, 

under the assumption that the event is K0 L + 7T+7T-7To The. presence of 

K\ + 7T+7T-7To events in the data would appear as a narrow structure with 
I 2 

(p 0) ~ 0.0, apart from resolution effects, tailing off exponentially 

on the positive side. No such structure is detectable. 

3. ~3 with Reversed Charges 

In this case, the muon must be mistaken for a pion by the range 

device, most likely as a result of scattering out through the sides. 

If the range device were totally efficient, these events would appear 

to have muons in both spectrometer arms. Combining all events which are 

interpreted as having muons in both arms with the selected K~ 3 sample 

augments the reversed charge contamination. This corresponds to the 

range device always misidentifying a muon as a pion. The analysis is 

repeated to observe any shift in ~ (see Table IX). This gives a second 

point on the curve of~ as a function of range device efficiency. While 

theactual efficiency is not known exactly, it is conservatively estimated 

to be better than 90%. The. value of ~ for a totally efficient range 

device (which excludes K 3 events with reversed charges) is then expected 
'U . 

to differ from the observed ~ by <10% of the shifts in Table IX. 
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In this case, the electron is missed by the Cherenkov counter. Fol

lowing the lead of the previous paragraph, consider events interpreted 

as having a muon in the polarimeter with an electron on the other side. 

These events are combined with the K~3 sample to observe any shift in ~. 

The Cherenkov counter is shown to be at least 95% efficient by examin

ing events with a well defined pion in the polarimeter and no muon in 

the range device. Five percent of this shift is taken as an upper limit. 

The results of the procedure outlined in S11hsectinnc; i r~nrl 4 r~hove r~re 

shown in Table IX. The implied corrections to~ are small comoarerl to thP 

statistical error. 

C. Concluding Remarks 

In this experiment no Monte Carlo simulation is required except to get 

the K0 L momentum spectrum from the two body K0 L ~ nn decays. The results do 

not depend on th~ K 3 cuts since the important consideration is that the 
-~ 

time distributions and the predicted phases are derived from the same data 

sample. The results are not sensitive to dead spots or counter inefficiencies 

in the polarimeter since the stopping point of a muon is largely uncorrelated 

with its spin. (If a positron emitted upstream were mistaken for a down-

stream emission because of counter inefficiencies, the asymmetry would be 

degraded but no bias in the phase would result).·· The polarimeter does not 

need to have a very uniform magnetic field. The analysis allows the fre-

quency to vary as a parameter, and the resulting value represents the average 

frequency over that particular data sample. When events with a higher

than-average frequency are combined with those having a lower-than-average 

,_, 
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frequency, the resultant vector precesses at the mean frequency with its 

initial phase undisturbed. Since the field was unifonn to 0.5%, the apparent 

depolarization was less than 1% in the worst case. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Asymmetry Parameter of a Precessing Muon 

This Appendix shows that the asymmetry parameter for a muon pre

cessing in the polarimeter is proportional to the length of the spin pro

jection on the precession plane. 

In a right-handed coordinate system xyz, let they axis represent 

the polar axis as well as the axis of precession, and let the azimuthal 

angle be measured from the z axis. In the polarimeter, the z axis is 

perpendicular to the aluminum plates. e and ¢ are the instantaneous 
l.l l.l 

polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, of the polarization vector. 

Since the muon precesses, ¢l.l =wt + ¢
0

, where ¢
0 

is the initial muon 

azimuthal phase. 

Imagine that there is an infinitessimal positron detector in a di

rection n = (e, ¢) from the muon position, covering a solid angle dn 

Furthermore, let it be sensitive only to positrons of momentum x within 

a momentum bite of dx,where the momentum x is in units of the maximum 

positron momentum. The detection efficiency is n (e, ¢, x). 

Given a decaying muon, then, the probability that the positron will 

be detected is (see Reference 5) 

= [f{x) + g{x)cosel.ld] n(e,¢,x)dxdn , 

where el.ld is the angle between the polarization vector and the direction 

of the detector; and f(x) and g(x) are defined by the above equation. 
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But 

coselld = cosecosell + sinesinell [sin¢sin(wt + ¢
0

) + coscpcos(wt + ¢
0

)] 

so that 

(_ d3N~= n {! + g cosecose ] + ng sinesine sin¢sin(wt + <P ) 

~dxd~ } ll ll o 

+ ng sinesine cos¢cos(wt + ¢ ). . ll 0 

In the polarimeter, the time dependence of podtrons in either the 

upstream or downstream hemisphere rather than along some specified di

rection is observed. This is equivalent to integrating the density function 

over a hemisphere, which is taken to be -~/2 < ¢ < n/2, 0 < x < 1, 

0 < e < TI. This gives 

R(t) = 5 dx · de 
1 ·~ 12 

. 0 -n/2 

Assume that n (e~ cp, x) only depends on x and edip' the dip angle 

into the aluminum plate. Since 0 < edip < n/2 and cosedip = sine cos¢, 

n = n(cosedip' x) = ~(sinecos¢,x). 

Since n is even in ¢ while sin¢ is odd in cp, 

(12 
)_ d¢ sin¢ n = 0 
-n/2 
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so the term in d3N/dxdr.l containing the factor sin ((llt + ¢
0

) has a 

vanishing integral. 

Also, since n(B) = n (n - B), 

J'IT n(e) cosede = o, 
0 

so the term in d3N/dxdr.l containing the factor case has a vanishing 

integral. Thus 

R(t) = J nf + sine cos(wt + ¢ ) J ng sinBcos¢ . 
~ 0 . 

If R(t) is to have the form 

then 

R(t) = c [1 + a cos(wt + ¢
0
)] , 

a ·- sine 
~ 

J sinecos¢ ng 

J fn 

If n (6, ¢, x) has a fixed functional form, then the integrals in a 

wilf just be constants. This is not the case, since the form of n 

clearly depends on the depth into the aluminum plate that the muon has 

penetrated. If this depth is s, then 

for some function F. 

a = sine F(s) 
~ 

For any particular events is unknown. But for a large collection 

of events, F{s) can be replaced by its average value. 
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APPENDIX B 
Polarimeter Time Distribution Including Poisson Background 

The polarimeter time distribution is complicated by the presence 

of Poisson-distributed background and by the requirements demanded by 

the logic for a positron signal. The latter condition means that the 

time distributions of upstream or downstream emitted positrons must be 

considered together since~ for example, an upstream decay signal ocur-

ring after a downstream decay signal will be ignored. 

In the following discussion, the time distributions will be 

understood to be probability distributions for detecting a positron 

signal at .time t, given that a muon has stopped in the polarimeter. 

The muon stops at time t = 0 and the electronics gate opens at t = t
0

• 

The subscripts b and f will label quantities related to the backward 

(upstream) or forward (downstream) positron signals. The time distri

bution for the backwards signals is calculated, while the forward dist

ribution is obtained by reversing f and b everywhere. 
· -t/T . 

Let Rb(t) = nbe · [1 + ab cos (wt + ~)] be the distribution of 

real backward-emitted positrons, with a similar expression for forward 

decays. Also let Ab and Af be the rate of spurious backward and forward 

positron signals. The resulting observed time distribution for back

ward positron signals is then 

-A (t - t ) -A (t - t ) [ - ft (t J 
Sb ( t) :: e b o e f o Rb( t) + Xb 1 - ~ Rb ( t) - Jt Rf ( t) 

0 0 • 
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The exponentials are the probabilities that no spurious signals are 

detected before time t in either direction, forward or backward. At t, 

the observed signal could be real or false. If it is false, it cannot 

be preceded by an earlier real signal. This is provided for by the time 

integrals of R. 

So, plugging and chugging, 

But 

Jt -t/T e-t/T [wsin(wt + ¢) - l cos(wt + ¢)] 
e cos (wt + ¢) dt = -------n-

2
---;;

2
....---....:..T ____ _ 

t 0 . (w + 1/T ) 

-t /T 
e 

0 
jwsin(wt .+ ¢) - l cos (wt + ¢ )], 

(w2 + l/T2) - 0 T 0 

So 

Sb(t) = e b f A+ e-t/T [a+ C cos(wt + ¢) + D sin(wt + ¢)] , 
-(1 + A )tl . I 

where 

A = e 0 A 1 
(Ab + Af)t [ 

. . b 
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and 

I~ the ~nalysis the data are ~~fafu~t~rized ~ith the somewhat simp-

ler form 

S(t) = e-At I Ne -t/T [1 + a cos(wt + $l] + r I 
which does not include a sine term. This introduces a small phase shift 

of y to <f>.. Let E be defined by 

E cos(wt + <1> + y) = C cos(wt + <t>) + D sin(wt + <t>) 

For this experiment, af ~ ab' nf ~ nb' wT = 18.8 and AbT ~ 0.006. 

Then, using A.bT < 0.01 to be conservative, y < 0.001. 

Besides being small, y is always positive and so acts like an 

error in zero~time. Hence by periodically reversing the precessing 

field, its eff~ct on the determination of dl will cancel out. 
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APPENDIX C 

Estimated Phase Error Due to 
Polarimeter Inefficiency and Nonuniformity 

The ith muon stopping in the polarimeter has a downstream (+) or 

upstream(-) time distribution 

r~( t) = N~e -t/T [1 ± A~;i (t) • ~ j, 

where N is the overall normalization, A is the asymmetry parameter, 

;(t) is the muon's polarization, ; ~s· the axis in the precession plane 

which acts as the origin for the azimuthal angle, and T is the muon's 
+ + 

lifetime. The positron time distributions R-(t) = L r.-(t) accumulated 
i 1 

over the data sample, will have an initial phase ~ that is equal to the 

azimuthal angle of the vector 

A A 

In this experiment a vector U is computed which is the sum of s. for 
1 

A A 

events with an observed muon decay. U is nearly parallel to V as the 

following shows. 

The probability that the ith muon's decay will be seen is 

Wi = c [rr(t) + rj(t)] dt, 

where the electronics gate is open from t
0 

to t 1• Then 

-+ ,.. ,.. 
u = 1: Si = 1: w.s. 

1 1 
, 

ie:I i 

where I is the set of events with observed muon decays. 
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. A A 

Integrating, with s1(t) • z = sine1 cos (wt + ¢1), 

-t,/T + _) 
w. = -Te (N. + N. 

1 1 1 

I + + - -) N.A. - N.A. . sine; 
cos (wto + ¢; >]( 1 ! 1-1 ( 2 2) 

N. + N. 1 + w T 
1 1 

------'-------- -- ·----·- -··--·--------·-· 

The terms involving e
1
• and ¢. are unattractive since they imply . 1 

. A 

that the weighting factor wi depends on si. However, these terms are 

negligibly small as shown by the following analysis. Let 

( 
+ + - -) . N.A. - N.A. s1ne. 

- 11 11 1 • X = + _ 2 2 rWTSln(wt1 N. + N. (1 + w T ) L 
. 1 1 

But wT = 18.85, ls4ne11 < 1, A~= 0.32, 

and 
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=(A~ : A~)[(NI N~) +(AI -A~)] 
N. + N. A. +A. 

1 1 1 1 

so 

lxl ~ +' - ( + -)] N. - N. . A. - A. 
< 0. 017 ( ! ~) + ! ~ . 

N. + N. A. + A. 
1 1 1 ' 1 

.... 

The multilayered design of the polarimeter insures that· the two asym

metry terms above will tend to vanish when summed over a large sample 

of events. The stopping position of a muon in the z direction is more 

a function of the K0L momentum than of _t~~Kl13 configuration. The relative

ly high muon transverse momentum required by the event trigger restricts 

the range of the muon's C.O.M. energy and longitudinal momentum. Hence 

for every muon that stops in the mth aluminum plate and decays downstream, 

one other muon with the same polarization and transverse coordinates 

stops in the (m+2)th plate and decays upstream. 

Nand A are identical. 

For these paired decays, 

More explicitly, suppose the event label is changed to include 
+ which plate the muon stopped in. For example, r- .(t) is the time distri-. mJ 

bution for the jth muon that stopped in the mth plate. Then 

+ r-. (t)J dt 
mJ 
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and 

But now m is a dummy variable, so 

u =~~ s _1 . r _1 .(t)dt + sm+l J. .... [" itl + A 

• m ,J t m ,J , 
m J 0 . 

The statement that the polarization distribution is approximately z

independent, especially over the short distance of two plates, means 

it is possible to order the events such that sm-l,j ~ sm+l,j: 

-+ 
which looks like the previous expression for U except that now 

and 

except near the front or rear of the polarimeter, of if the longitudinal 

distribution of the stopped muons is not uniform. 

The polarimeter has thirty aluminum plates, but only muons stop

ping in plates 2 through 29 are count~d. Therefore, N- 2j' N- 3j' N+2Bj' 
+ and N 29j are not exactly balanced. This represents 4/28 of the data. 

At worst, if 



N;Bj Njj 

N;Bj + Njj 
= 
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+ 
N29j 
+ 

N29j 

N2· J = 1 
+ NZj 

(and ignoring any asynmetry in the A's, which is expected to be very 

sma 11 ) , then 

lxl ~ 0.017 x (4/28} = 0.~024, 

which is already down to the level of 2 or 3 milliradians, which is 

sufficiently small to be negligible. 

The same conclusion holds in the case of a non-uniform longitudinal 

plate distribution if the difference in the number of muons stopping in 

any two plates sep~r~ted by one other plate, divided by the sum, is less 

than 0.14. In fact, it is sufficient that the average of this quantity 

over all such plate pairs in the polarimeter be less than 0.14. The 

plate distribution of the stopped muons, shown in figure 17 clearly 

shows that this condition is satisfied. In fact, the average is 0.018. 

So ignoring the angle-dependent terms, 

( 
-t0/T -t1/T) + _ 

'w i = T e - e ( N i + N; ) , 

so that D is parallel to ·.E (N~ + N:);. ~ 2 ~ N.;. • But 
:i 1 1 1 i 1 1 

-+ ++ " " V = E (N.A. + N:A:}s. ~ 2 E N.A.s. 
i 1 1 1 1 -_1 . . i 1 1 1 
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+ + 
so U is parallel to V if A. is constant over the polarimeter. 

1 
+ 

Alternatively, over the data sample, the expected values of U and 
+ 
V are 

I+ >' ' I + '- "" > ' I + - > < A· > '< " > . \ U ex: \ ~ (N. + N
1
• )s

1
. = ~ \ (N1. + Ni) . si ex: si 

; . 1 . 1 

+ ' 
i~ ~i is uncorrelaterl with Ni , and 

. (+ ). , ( + + - - ) I" ) ·. V . = ~ N.A. + N.A. ,s. ex: 
. • 1 1 1 1 1 
·... 1 . + + 

if ~ 1• is. uncorrelated l·!ith N.- and A.-. 
- ' 1 1 

+ + 
Henc_e_ < U > a: < V > .• 
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APPENDIX D 

Probabilities of the Two Possible Event Configurations 

-+ For each K~3 event, nine laboratory quantities are measured: prr 

and p~ (the momenta of the two charged secondaries),and r 0, the 

position of the decay vertex relative to the production target. It is 

convenient to use the VRriables ZD and ~K in place of rD' where 
-+ 

and nK is th~ kaon momentum direction. 

This set of variables is not sufficient to reconstruct the event 

completely, leading instead to a two-fold ambiguity. One of the features 

of this ambiguity is the two distinct values that pK can assume. Re

solving the ambiguity is equivalent to determining pK • 
0 For notational purposes, starred quantities are measured in the K L 

rest frame, while unstarred quantitites are either invariant or measured 

in the laboratory. -+ -+ 
PKA and pKB are the two kaon momenta consistent 

with L, where L is the configuration of the observed variables. Pr(pK) 

is the probability of generating a kaon at the production target with 
-+ 

momentum pK; and Pr(XIY) is the conditional probability for X occurring, 

given that Y has occurred. 

Now, applying Fermi's Golden Rule,the probability for a decay to 

occur in a differential volume of phase space in the kaon rest frame is 

3 * 3 * 3 * d p d p d p 2 TI ~ V -t*/T * IMI ~-*---*-e dt 
En E~ Ev 

r4(qK _ q q q ) u 1T - ~ - v ) 

where IMI 2 is the squared matrix element, Tis the kaor. lifetime, and 

the q•s are 4-momenta. 
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Given pk' it is possible to transform the kaon frame decay distri

bution J into the appropriate laboratory distribution Pr(LipK).' · Opera

tionally, a function of kaon frame variables becomes transformed into a 

function of the corresponding laboratory variables. Note that, 

(1} d3p/E is an invariant form so, for example, 

d3p: d3p1T 
-*-= --

E E 
1T 1T 

·and (2} 

. t * = t/y = z0/Scy = mKz0/PK 

so that dt* = (mk/pk) Jz0 (Re~all that pK is not a variable but a 

specified'parameter). Hence 
mKzD 

3. 3 3 --- ) . 
-+ 2 d p d p d P P K T ( mK 4 · · 

Pr(LI pK} ex IMI T r -r e p dzD 6 (qK - qlT - q~ - q). 
1T lJ v K 

The probability of producing a kaon with momentum PK is 

where N(pK) is the beam momentum spectrum at the production target. The 

angular dependenc~·of N is ignored, since the spectru~ of pK is suffi

ciently constant over the small solid angle subtended by the beam. 

The probability of finding both an event in a particular laboratory 

configuration L and the kaon with momentum pK is 
~ -+ 

= Pr(LipK}Pr(pK} 

"Kzo 
2 - {fKT ( 1 ) d3plT d3pll d3p'V 4 

a: IMI N(p }e · PK -E- -E- -E- dzudpKdnKo (Q). 
K . TI lJ v . 
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Next one integrates over the unobserved variables pv and pK to elimin

ate the delta function constraint. Using the 3-momentum part of the 

delta function, the integral over d3p is eliminated straightaway. The 
\) 

remaining delta function can be used to eliminate the integral over 

pK through the relation 

F(pK) I 

= iJP;/ lg(pKJ = 0 
E - E - E - E • Then K rr ~ v 

_To evaluate. aEv!a-~ one cannot yet assume energy conservationo 
+ + + + From 3-momentum conservation, pv = pK - prr - p~ J Then 

Therefore 

and 

~_g_ = [- p K(Err + E~) + PK•(plT+ ~~)] /E 
a PJ< EK p K v 

using E = E - E - E as now specified. by g{pK) = 0. v K,rr ~ 

Hence mKzD 
2 - P·KT 3 3 

+ IMI N(pK)e d plTd p~d~Kdz 0 
Pr(L•pK) a: + + + 2 • 

E E I K·(P + p ) - PK(E + E )/EKI . lTlJ 1T ll 1T ll 

Given a laboratory configuration L, there are two and 

+ only two mutually exclusive possible values·for the. kaon momentum, pKA 
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+ 18 
·and pKB" Applying Bayes' Theorem , the probability that the kaon mo-

' +.·· ... .. 
mentum is pKA' given L, is 

', ,<' 

... 

with a similar expression for Pr(tKBIL). ~ate that 

+ + 
<Pr(pKAIL) + Pr(pKBIL) = 1 · 

. '' ~~ 
; •' 

·.:· ... .. 

Finally, observe that the proportionality constant in the expres

sion for Pr(L·RK) is irreleva~t. Also, while the differential volume 

d3p7Td 3plldQKdz0 is of arbitrary size, it is equal for the two solutions, 

and so it can be ab!)'1rned into the proportionality ·constant. 

So, 

and similarly fer ;KB" 
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APPENDIX E 

Statistical Uncertainty of the Predicted Phase 

For the ith event in a sample, let eAi and eBi be the two possible 

unit polarization vectors resulting from the quadratic ambiguity, with 

corresponding probabilities PAi and Psi· Also, denote ii as the random 

variable for the polarization vector. {So, for example, the probability 

is PAi that ei = eAi") 

The r.esultant polarization vector for the entire sample is given 

by t: = f ei. If <X> denotes the expected value of any X, then 

Now define 1:!.1- :: r - <r> 

.... .... 
llr = ~ lle. 

i 1 

and Then 

and 

At this poi.nt, it is necessary to prove that <ll.ei 

" 
- ( PAi;Ai + PBi;Bi) eAi with 

.... 
!lei = 

" 
- (PAi;Ai + PBi;Bi) eBi with 

so, since PAi +Psi = 1 ' 

.... Ps;(;Ai - ;a;) with 
!lei = 

..... 
" 

PAi(es; - eAi) with 

.... 
ll.e.> = 0 fori 1 j. 

J 

probabi 1 i ty PAi' 

probability PBi' 

probability PAi' 

probability PBi · 

. -
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Therefore~ if i and j "are two separate events, 

(a~; ·atJ) = P A/ A.i [!s;(;Ai " ;s;)'PsJ(;AJ - ~Bj) J 
.- ... · ,_ 

+ PAipBj f!s;(;Ai - ~Bi) •PAj(~Bj - ;Aj)] 

+ PBipA,j [!Ai(~Bi ~ ~Ai).p~A;Aj - ;~j) J 
.: . ·,. 

+ p~ipBJ [!Ai(;s;- ;M)~PAj(;Bj - ;Aj)] 

= 0' Q.E.D. 

With this ~esult, it follows that 

'· ··. ~: ,.· -

' . 
Now 

.' ·. 

Hence 
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One can repeat the procedure for the -+ components of r. 
the x 

r 
X 

-+ A + A 

So + component, rx = r . x = ~e;" x. <r > = L: <e.> 
X i 1 

1 + "' And finally <r > = I:l:J.e. . x . 
X i 1 

( (Ar xn =~I PAi fa;(; A; - ;a;)·~ 2 

+ Pa; f:Aiea; - ;Ai )·~ 21 
= ~ PA;Pa; IT;Ai - ;a;)·•] 

2 
· 

Define e1x 2 = <(6rx2}>. Note that e1r2 = e1x 2 
+ e1Y2 

+ e1z 2. 

Similarly, 'one can show that 

For ex amp 1 e, 
.... . X and 

Now for precession about they axis, the phase <P of the polarization 

vector is defined by tan¢ = r/r'z· Differentiation gives 

and finally, 

"2 
sec2~ d~ = (r dr - r dr ) I rz 

'I' 'I' Z X X Z 
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TABLE I. PARAMETERIZED FIT TO VERTICAL UELD ·DATA 

WITH ALL q2 BANDS COMBINED 

.,. .. 

units 

'1--( ·.'· ,. 

radfan_s 

106 rad/sec 

10-6 se-c. 

103 

., -1~3 .. · 

·.·~.··.J 

Pol. Field Up 

1909 ±- 5_7 

1454 ± 37 

0.264 ± 0.015 

o.315 ± o:o16 

-0. 719- ± ·,,0. 033 

8.304 ± 0.015 

2.26 ± 0.14 

193 ± _60 

132 ± ~9 

71 ± 40 

42 ± · 3'8 

124.9/137 

-0.787 ' 

. ')•'.' 

.. ~ . 

2079 ± 9? " 

1619 ± 42 

0.293 ± 0.022 

o. 322 ±-··a: 018-

0.705 ±\(}~()29 

8.387 ± 0.014 

2.31 ± 0.12 

323 ± 93 '. 

175 ± 47 

107 ± 38 

54 ± 33 

l90.0/l37a 

-0.776 

aThe purpose of this first fit (with all q2 bands lumped together) is"only to 

determine w. The poor x2 her~ i ~ caused by a Jew patho 1 cigi c_al -bins af ~ery 

early times, which apparently do not affect the frequen.cy determi nat:i on. By 

starting the fit from a later time bin, a frequency of (8.382 ± 0.023) x 106 

rad/sec was obtained with a x2 of 107.5 for 109 degrees of freedom. 
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TABLE I I. PHASE ANGLES FROM VERTICAL FIELD 

FIT 'TO INDIVIDUAL q2 BANDS (w FIXED) 

Polarimeter Field ,q2/m2 2 Polarization Phase X 1f 
(138 DOF) 

Down 4.45 129.0 0 9283 +0.0868 
. -0.0866 

Down 3.45 186.0 0 7807 +0.0456 
. -0.0453 

Down 2.45 148.1 0 6923 +0.0349 
. -0.0348 

Down 1.44 150.9 0.6688 +0.0282 
. -0.0281 

Down 0.84 b 127.5 0 5244 +0.0674 
. -0.0672 

Up 4.45 141.3 -0 9944 +0.0910 
. -0.0918 

Up 3.45 143.8 -0 8583 +0.0508 
. -0.0510 

Up 2.45 145.6 -0 7389 +0·0377 
. -0.0378 

Up 1.44 143.9 -0 6921 +0.0300 
. -0.0301 

Up 0.84b 155.5 -0 6029 +0.0638 
. -0.0638 

a Phases not corrected for possible zero-time error. See Section 

IV, Part E. 

a 

bNot used in final analysis (Table 4) because of large phase error 

and virtually no sensitivity to ~-
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i . tABLE III DETERMINAliON OF E, (q2 i 
i .. 

. . . ·'. ~. ~ 

2.1 2 q m7T Polarization Phase E,(q2) 
.·,#-. 

1.43Q 0 6489 +0.0269 
. . -0.0268 

0.455 +0.941 
.· . -0.913 

2.452 
+0.0310 

0.7156 -0.0309 0 204 +0.:294 
. . -0.301 

;·.[ ~ 

3.448 0 8195 +0.0385 +0 .171 
. .;0.0382 0.265 ·..::o.l80 

4.445. - 0 9614 +0.0660 · +o.l41 
. -0.0654 0.104 -o;·154 
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TABLE IV PARAMETERIZED FIT TO 

HORIZONTAL FIELD DATA WITH All q2 BANOS COMBINED 

Parameter +x Field 

- ct>-w Correlation -0.776 

Phase Error (mrads) ±71. 73 

Frequency (l) (lo6 rad/sec) 8.267±.035· 

~2/DOF 152.0/137 

-x Field 

. -0.759 

±73.73 

8.265±.040 

119.1/137 
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TABLE V PHASE ANGLES FROM HORIZONTAt FIELD 

FIT TO INDIVIDUAL q2 BANDS {w FIXED) 

2 ' .. . ~' 

Polarimeter' Field·· q2 /m2 _., X' (138 'DOF) 
7T 

. ·.·· .. , 
-x .4.44 )42.2 

-x 3.45 115.5 

-x 2.45 106.7 

-x 1.44 125.4 

-x 0.84 127.8 
" 

+x 4.44 135.8 

.+x 3.45 1.28.6 

+x 2.45 126.5 

+x 1.44 127.1 

+x 0.84 116.2 

Phases not corrected for possible zero-time error. 

'•/, .. , a 
Po1arizatton .. Phase . 

(mi 11 i rad.ians) 
. ~-· 

3. 4±370 .. 3 
-, •. 

44. 1± 111.1 

-223.3± 93.3 

-138.8± 75.2 

-130.6±141.7 

-290.9±295.6 

-4 7. 4±116. 2 

36.8± 85.7 

2.3± 64.4 

-85.3±141.3 
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. TABLE VI DETERMINATION OF Im~(q2 ) 

Polarization Phase 
(mi 11 i radians) 

.,;147.15 ± 240.17 

1. 65 ± 89.55 

130.05 ± 74.63 

70.55 ± 63.31 

. 22.65 ± 107.56 

-0.209 ± 0.559 

0.197 ± 0.428 

1.236 ± 0.646 

2. 183 ± 1 . 868 

-2.342 ±13.821 
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TABLE VII SENSITIVITY OF Im~(q2 ) TO Re~(q2 ) 

2/in2 
q ·. 1T. 

4.44 

3.45 

2.45 

1.44 

0.84 

~ . . . . 

2 ,.,a 
·~hift in lm~{q ) . 

-0.142 

;_0.106 

-0.040 

-0. 119 

0.432' 

a .· 
Im~ for Re~ = -0.5 minus Im~ for Re~ = 0.0. 

·). .·.- . 
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TABLE VIII SENSITIVITY OF Re {q2) TO 

POTENTIAL SYSTEMATIC ERRORS 

p raised 1% 
71' 

pn lowered 1% 

p raised 1% 
ll 

p lowered 1% 
ll 

A+ set at 0. 01 

A+ set at 0.02 

+5%/Gev ramp in pK 

-5%/Gev ramp in pK 

Bin of q2 

1.44 2.45 3;45 4.45 All 
0.92 0.30 0.18 0.14 0.105 

-0.012 +0.007 -0.002 -0.014 -0.005 

-0.035 -0~003 -0.002 +0.006 +0.001- • 

+0.084 +0.016 +0.019 -0.015 +0.006 

-0.135 -0.029 -0.004 +0.003 -0.008 

-0.018 +0.001 +0.020 +0.007 +0.011 

-0.010 +0.001 +0.010 +0.003 +0.005 -

+0.067 +0.043 +0.040 +0.031 +0.038 

-0.082 -0.044 -0.047 -0.035 -0.042 

. . 



v . 

·. 

2/ 2 q m 'IT 

1.44 

2.45 

3.45 

4~45 

All 

0 0 V U ~ 5 U 1 7 4 7 
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TABLE IX UPPER LIMIT CORRECTIONS TO Re~(q 2 ) 

FROM CONTAMINATION OF THE K~3 SAMPLE 

'· 

. 0.45. ± 0. 92. 

0. 20 ± 0. 30, . 

0.26 ± 0.18 

0.10 ~ 0.14 

0. 178 ± 0. 105 

..... ·~ . 

\':. !o;· 

, ... 

..;... .. '·" 

11~ -for 90% efficient _ 11~ -.for 95% effi-
range device cient Cherenkov 

~· - counter 

' 
'. 

-0.031 -0.021 

-0.008 ._-0.012 

-0.002 -0.009 
~ : ~ ·-

~0.011 .. ' 
-o. 01 o_ ... 

-0.007 -0.010 

.~ ./'-' 

. ·,: 

, .. · 

- -~ 
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FIGURE CAPT! ONS 

0 - + Diagram of K -+ rr 1.1 \) 
L l.1 

(a) Contours indicating the relative phase space population 

of the Kl.13 Dalitz plots for Im~ = 0 and Re~ = 0. 

(b) Contours indicating the relative acceptance of the apparatus 

over the Dalitz plot. The x indicates the optimum point for 

polarization measurements, as defined in the text. 

Fig. 3 Plan view of the apparatus. T are the timing counters, H are 

the horizontal hodoscopes, F & Rare the front and rear vertical 

hodoscopes. 

Fig. 4 The range device and Cherenkov counter in the pion spectrometer. 
~ 

Fig. 5 Schematic view of a section of the polarimeter interior, showing 

several scintillation counters and aluminum plates. 

Fig. 6 Delayed signal interpretation in the polarimeter. The vertical 

1 ines represent scintillation counters. If one imagines time 

flowing downwards, then the x•s indicate which counters produced 

a signal at various times. The muon enters from the left. 

Fig. 7 Difference (D) between expected and actual ranges for particles 

stopping in the polarimeter, divided by the measured momentum. 

The arrows indicate the location of the cut for this dist.ribution. 

The upper distribution occurs before, and the lower after, the 

other Kl.13 cuts. 

Fig. 8 Flow diagram of the analysis procedure. 

Fig. 9 Monte Carlo result indicating the statistical phase error expected 

from the parameterized fit as a function of the time resolution. 

Fig. 10 Frequency versus time for decays in the polarimeter with the vert-
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i~al magnetic field. The top half is a linear scale for comparing 

the goodness of fit at early times, while the lower half is a 

logarithmic scale for comparison at later times. (a) Polarimeter 

field pointing down, positron emitted in the upstream hemisphere. 

(b) Field down; downstream decay. (c) Field up; upstream decay. 

(d) Field up; downstream decay. 

Fig. 11 Predicted polarization ph·ase as a function of-~ for various bands 

of q2 . 

Fig. 12 'The form factor ~(q 2 ). 
.,. 

2 •; /. 
Fig. 13 The result of this experiment expressed as f 0 (9,,.J/f+(O). For com-

parison, th~ solid line shows the -~esul't of_:xq~naldon, et al. (Ref-

erence ·1). 

Fig. 14 Frequency versus time f~.r decays'tn the po l_a'fimeter with the hori

zontal ma~netic field. The top half i~·i'i~near plot, while the 

lower half is a logarithmic plot: (a) Polarimeter field pointing 

in the -x direction, positron emittedin the upstream_:·hemisphere; 

(b) ;;:x field,downstream decay. (c) +x field, upstr~anf"decay; 
, ..... . 

(d) +x field, downstream decay. 

Fig. 15 Predicted polarization phase as a function of Im~ for various 

2 bands of q . 
. I 2 

Fig. 16 Event frequency versus (p
0 

) . 

Fig. 17 Event frequency (for events with the polarimeter field pointing 

down) as a function of polarimeter range. The vertical distance 

marked off in the center indicates the variation required between 

two different ranges for the difference divided by the sum of the 

events to be equal to 0.14. The depletion at the end is due to momentum 

cuts. 
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..---------LEGAL NOTICE-----------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or 
their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. 
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